
 

Dominate the Deadzone with 
this Mind Blowing New System 
$7,579.17/ day systems results 

average based on $500 position 
sizes 

Register for more information specifically on DZ13 – ULTRA Class Forex Binary 
Options System and the Options Trading Authority Newsletter 



 

Watch the video below for explanation.  In short one of our 13 year old stock, options, Forex trading 

systems has been converted to produce something near miraculous in the Forex deadzone 

combined with binary options.  It’s pretty amazing. 

This Forex binary options system is based on a principle that has stood the test of time, over 100 

years of price data.  The principle is ingrained into the nature of price movement.  Therefore this is a 

system that can potentially keep on standing the test of time and is not based off of some optimize 

price action fad of the day.  Point is:  you are getting an extremely valuable system – so put it to use, 

keep it to yourself and don’t waste the ridiculously awesome opportunity for potential, large 

consistent cash flow from binary options trading the Forex market. 

 

 



 

Trade the Much Feared Forex 
Dead Zone in a Very Prolific Way 
Using Forex Binary Options and 
DZ13 – One Of if Not Thee Most 
Powerful Binary Options System 

on the Planet… 
Here is a performance sample based off of $500 per trade of the systems results.  Compare this 

to OMNI11 

http://forexbinaryoptionsystems.com/omni11/


 W L W$ L$ NET$  

 38 15 $13,300.00 $6,750.00 $6,550.00  

 37 10 $12,950.00 $4,500.00 $8,450.00  

 32 10 $11,200.00 $4,500.00 $6,700.00  

 18 4 $6,300.00 $1,800.00 $4,500.00  

 32 13 $11,200.00 $5,850.00 $5,350.00  

 61 17 $21,350.00 $7,650.00 $13,700.00  

 48 13 $16,800.00 $5,850.00 $10,950.00  

 29 10 $10,150.00 $4,500.00 $5,650.00  

 32 11 $11,200.00 $4,950.00 $6,250.00  

 32 5 $11,200.00 $2,250.00 $8,950.00  

 43 13 $15,050.00 $5,850.00 $9,200.00  

 43 23 $15,050.00 $10,350.00 $4,700.00  

Totals 445 144 $155,750.00 $64,800.00 $90,950.00 12 Days Trading 

Daily Avg 37.08 12 $12,979.17 $5,400.00 $7,579.17  

Monthlized     $159,162.50 A Month 

Anualized     $1,909,950.00 A Year 

FAQ 

Will I be able to trade all of these signals? 

We have our dead zone covering 10 hours currently.  Do you want to trade for 10 hours?  Well, you 

may eventually if you don’t already.  I say that because we find the system quite ‘addictive’ in that it 

is really fun with the winning of trades.  If you like video games, competitive games, sports, skilled 

activities then you’ll like this system. 

What’s the learning curve?  How long will it take for me to get good at this system? 

I would say there is a learning curve to the system and an emotional learning curve.  The emotional 

learning curve is the hardest for all of us and emotions are what make us screw up and do the 

perfectly WRONG thing every time (which is amazing).  Now if you can learn to do the opposite of 



your emotions, great. Otherwise you’re simply going to have to practice the (simple) system rules 

until you get good at applying it in real time, good at catching the price with your binary options 

account.  I would say it could take you a couple to a few weeks before you are able to catch all the 

trades.  With that said, start small! Start with like $10 trades so you won’t blow your self out by 

making mistakes. 

Why is this system so expensive? 

Expensive?  Try buying a bricks and mortar franchise!  You have the potential for making more in 2 

weeks than most franchises make in a year!   Look, for the potential opportunity you’ve got to pay for 

the education.  How much did your bachelors cost?  And just how much of that bachelors could you 

use to get a job or make money? Yeah.  Talk about a scam!  Today I offer you and opportunity of a 

rare trading discovery I have not shared previously from my ‘golden treasure chest’ of proprietary 

strategies that I have identified with my specialized pattern reading insight from my 25 + years 

experience in the markets.    Regardless, you need to ask your self, ‘why can’t I easily afford this 

system?? – what have i not been doing right in the past that makes this system seem expensive to 

me?” 

  

Go here for more information and to apply: 

Ultra Forex Binary Options System DZ13 

Price $9997 for a 2 Pay of $4,997 now and $4,997 in 30 days 

  

 

  

 

http://forexbinaryoptionsystems.com/dz13-dead-zone-forex-binary-options-system/
http://forexbinaryoptionsystems.com/dz13-dead-zone-forex-binary-options-system/
https://systemsforlife.net/amember2/signup/85h0z3J0Y

